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11m Versatile Dredger
Listing ID - 1314
Description Dredger
Date
Launched

2010

Length

11m (36ft 1in)

Draft

0.70 (2ft 3in)

Location

Turkey

Broker

Giuseppe Filippone

Price

EUR 265,000

This is a versatile dredger , which is used for cutter suction operations, auger suction operations, and all excavator
operations with different heads in the areas of :
Dredging
Digging
Levelling
Mining
Excavating
It can reach an excavating depth of 6 Mt. in a radius of 6 to 8 mt. and 170 degrees.
This vessel can launch herself from shore to the water and has a drive system so it can go anywhere without
assistance of other vessels.
It can work in all weather conditions and in shallow waters with her spuds and arms stabilizers. It is suitable for road
and sea transportations.
The vessel was recently fully checked over and is in perfect conditions.
Weight 18,50 tons

Max. Reach 7,22 m
Dredging Depth with cutter head 6,30 m
Dredging Depth with backhoe: 5,30 m
Engine Cummins KTA7 195 kW
Cruising Speed: 5 knots
Hydraulic Capacity – Power 350 bars - 100cc/rev:
It has all the relevant certi cation for sailing and operation i.e port registry , sea worthiness, certi cate of origin,
tonnage certi cate, certi cate of origin, permission for operation
The following equipment is also available:
Rake:
Clamshell head:
auger-head:
cutter-head:
HDPE pipeline:
Side Pontoons:
Stabilizers:
Tilting Spuds:

1,2 m2
0.5 m3
1000 m3/h with twin rextroth pumps
550 m3/h single pump
250 mm dia. 200 m
2 extra pontoons with mechanical connections
2 stabilizers hydraulically manoeuvred
8 m. hydraulically manoeuvred

The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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